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Discover a Brighter 

Future

We believe that job of an educational institution is to help every child 

bring out his or her own unique talent. The MMIS curriculum and 

the ingenious & hand-picked staff aim to deliver a wide variety of 

physical, intellectual, emotional and spiritual activities. This 

enables students to have a deeply gratifying learning 

experience, develop them into a Human Being and 

remain engaged with the learning process as a result. 

One of the most important decisions, that any 

family takes, is the school they choose for 

their ward's education. I invite all of you 

to experience the rich tradition of 

quality education set up by 

us at MMIS.

Founded in 2007 by MMT, MMIS aims at the holistic development of its students in all grades 

towards enriching the quality of life. We understand that the popularity of any school 

cannot be accidental. A careful planning, the selection of excellent staff and willingness 

to innovate in education has contributed to a very high level of academic success 

achieved by our students under various M M Institutions.

We set the highest standards of academic achievement, intellectual growth, ethical 

awareness, behavior, sportsmanship and other good qualities for our students in our 

schools.

When brilliant minds work together to create
a school that cares, “It is called the Joy of Learning”

The Power 
of Leadership



MM INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Globalization has paved the way for new opportunities and hence the profile 

of the winners and leaders in this new age is changing. The schools, only next 

to the family, have a special responsibility. They must equip the children with 

positive attitude and skill sets essential for winning in this competitive 

information age. Hopefully our Information Booklet will provide you with 

useful information and enable you to gain an insight into our schools.

Strong bond amongst the students, parents and children is the strength of 

MMIS. Parents' support and cooperation is encouraged at all the levels. The 

school strives hard that all the students at the time of leaving the school walk 

out with positive experience and are prepared to move on to the next phase 

of their education.

Inculcating love for learning is key focus, which is achieved by delivering a 

creative, interesting and balanced curriculum, which is updated regularly, 

keeping in mind the need of the hour. Equal care is taken for creating a caring 

and supportive environment which in turn develops confidence level in 

children and enables them to articulate feelings and ideas. Furthermore, we 

ensure that the students feel good about themselves and acquire a high level 

of self esteem which assists them in possessing a positive moral responsibility, 

being supportive, sensitive and above all, aware of the needs of others. 

OUR VISION & MISSION

EXPLORING INCLINATIONS, NURTURING TALENT,

IDENTIFYING DREAMS, EXPRESSING THOUGHTS,

DEVELOPING CONFIDENCE, 

HAVING 360 DEGREE GROWTH

MISSION
Our mission is to nurture the young intellect to break the 

barriers of stereotype, think out of box, be innovative, adapt, 

compete, achieve the greatest goal, have strong will power, 

determination and work tirelessly with firm commitment and 

focus to execute their vision on the practical plane of life. 

OBJECTIVE

 responsibility and leadership in every walk of life.
l To develop self-confidence through a sense of 

l To develop today's young children into mature, responsible 
and well-rounded citizens of the country.

l To inculcate in the students a sense of mutual respect, 
universal brotherhood, love, affection and respect for elders.

l To develop total personality of the students and encourage 
them to look beyond the beaten tracks.

l To build a firm foundation of learning and knowledge 
essentially required to enable the students to pursue career of 
their choice with excellence.

MMIS enables students to develop a realistic approach towards 

life where responsibilities must be assumed, failures accepted and 

tragedies lived through, without losing sight of an inspiring 

idealism. Within this context, they learn to love and respect all the 

members of society without any distinction of colour, caste, sex or 

religion. It endeavours to teach everlasting values so that the 

students can contribute positively to their local and global 

communities.



State-of-the-art 
Infrastructure 
for tomorrow's shining stars

Mullana - Ambala
A CBSE Affiliated Institution

MMIS SADOPUR - Ambala
A CBSE Affiliated Institution

MMIS RAMBA - KARNAL
Curriculum as per CBSE norms

Centrally 
Air-Conditioned 

Schools

Joyful, Nurturing 
& Friendly 

Environment

Confidence 
Building 

through Stage 

Sprawling 
Vibrant 

Campuses

Innovative 
Curriculum based 
on CBSE Norms 

Unique 
Comprehensive 

Evaluation System

Emphasis on 
Communication 

Skills

Robotics 
Labs

Indoor & Outdoor 
Sports Facilities

Music, Dance, 
Arts & Craft

Caring & Highly 
Talented Faculty

Yuvraj Singh Center 
of Excellence

Bus Facility 
Available

Special English 
Conversation Classes 



Where the radiance of 
experience meets hospitality

The Power of Inspiration
Inspiration is the light that transforms 
Rain into Rainbow

Vibrant Learning Experience

Philosophy of the School

The deep rooted philosophy of the school is "Fine blend of Academics, Sports & Co-Curricular 

Activities" and to achieve this goal, equal emphasis is being laid on all three aspects Instruction, 

Training and Coaching. Trained and qualified teachers and coaches, who have got a vast ocean of 

experience in their respective fields are engaged to enable the students become versatile and 

multifarious personalities.

Students have unique needs and must receive unique instruction. This job is best done by the 

teachers, who can paint great pictures in the minds of young students and can travel comfortably 

with them because they understand their needs. Highly qualified, experienced and dedicated 

teaching staff takes pleasure in helping students gain knowledge & skills and takes care of what 

children need to learn.

We are a School, where teaching is done by the people, who inspire, encourage and create the 

"Joy of Learning”

Faculty

MM INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
a truly global�school



Classrooms

The airy and spacious classrooms are well designed, subject-oriented with plenty of natural light and 

ventilation with ample working space.

Library

An ultra modern computerized library acts as a resource centre equipped with a large volume of books for 

the benefit of students and staff. Besides acting as a comfortable and ideal platform for self study, it also has 

a treasure of a variety of resource material like journals, magazines, Digital Media, computer software and 

multimedia stations which accelerate the growth process. Students have access to both Indian and foreign 

origin reading material. Thus, good reading habits are inculcated in the students at MMIS. It also has a 

separate seating arrangement for students of pre-primary classes.

Laboratories

There are well equipped laboratories with excellent facilities for practical work for different streams of 

Science, Math and Social Science. The children get hands-on experience which compliments the theoretical 

knowledge.

A vivid place for 
the little ones 
to grow



Computer Labs

Small opportunities are often the beginning of great achievements. Knowledge of computer 

is imparted to the students right from the primary section. The separate computer labs for 

primary and secondary students are equipped with ultra modern and latest hardware and 

software. Well-trained, competent and experienced teaching staff gives ample guidance and 

caters to the needs of the students. Internet access to source websites and other information 

for educational purposes is also being provided to the budding computer wizards.

Spacious air-conditioned audio-visual labs are available for the benefit of students, which are 

utilized for multimedia presentation and for supporting teaching and guest lectures. There is 

an excellent collection of films and documentaries based on education and also for their 

entertainment. These labs also facilitate Computer Interactive Aided Learning.

Audio Visual Lab

Language is a medium of communication. Learning of a language is an ongoing process. The 

approach now a days is quite scientific and communicative. The language lab consists of a 

system, making use of audio-visual aids and the experts enable students to work under their 

able guidance to enhance their vocabulary, proper pronunciation and correct diction. 

Acquiring linguistic perfection is the basic aim of the language laboratory.

Language Lab

Art Studio

Music Room

MMIS provides a wide spectrum of opportunities for students in the field of music. 

We believe that real enjoyment is enjoyment with self. It is not having things, but in 

having mastery and victory over oneself. To enjoy the spirit of music, training and guidance in 

both Indian and western music is imparted with the help of a whole array of instruments.

A very convincing form to express one's feelings is through the art of dance and drama. Coaching is 

provided to the students to learn all types of dance forms, Indian and western. Drama and theatre 

interests are also given due importance at MMIS.

Dance Drama Room

Public speaking skills have been known to be very effective in developing confidence, self belief, oratory, 

leadership and quick thinking along with eliminating anxiety and shyness. MMIS strives to develop 

excellent public speaking skills in every student through quiz, debate, elocution, speech, etc.

Practicing art brings peace and a sense of happiness to the young minds. A separate art studio caters to 

the needs of different types of art from basic drawing, sketching and painting to professional coaching 

in the same fields.

Public speaking



English is considered to be a language of professionals as it is 

universally accepted and bridges the gap between people from 

different countries and religions. Many a times, even bright and 

intelligent young men and women face a lot of difficulty in 

expressing themselves during interviews/ discussions, etc. 

just because they are not 

well versed with the 

language. At a young 

age, it is much easier to 

make a child learn a 

language than when 

he/she is grown up. 

MMIS lays a special 

emphasis on proper 

spoken English and the 

correct method of 

conversation. Teachers 

c o m m u n i c a te  a n d  

interact with children 

only in English and 

thus, they pick up the 

l a n g u a g e  a t  a n  

amazing speed and in a 

natural way.

Spoken English

Personality Development And Grooming

Various Inter-class, Intra-class and Inter-house activities are organised on regular basis for all the 

classes right from class Nursery onwards to explore the hidden talent of the students and to provide 

them ample opportunities to groom their talents and potentials accordingly .

Co-curricular Activities

As the popular belief goes, first impression is the last impression. Personalized grooming is provided to 

students. A certain quality of finesse is added to different age groups wherein manners and etiquettes are 

taught. Strong emphasis is laid on various aspects of personality development, value based education, 

public speaking, conversational skills, etc. All these are incorporated as a part of the development process. 

The objective is to empower students to face challenges of life with confidence and optimism.



MM INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
a truly global�school

Indoor Sports Complex

The school has excellent sports infrastructure with coaches who 

impart training in various games and sports. They help students 

in making their presence felt at different levels of sports 

competitions and tournaments.

Motivation is what gets one started; habit is what keeps one 

going. Outdoor sports include facilities for Volleyball, Lawn 

Tennis, Skating, Football, Cricket, Basketball, Kho-Kho, Martial 

Arts, Hockey etc. We also have a 400 meters 8 lane track for 

athletics.

A huge indoor sports complex houses facilities of Badminton, 

Table Tennis, Basketball, Squash, Swimming, Gymnastic, 

Aerobics, Carom, Chess, Yoga and Meditation, etc.

Outdoor Sports

Sports



Every child finds his 'home' - the best place in the 

world. It provides refuge and a place for healing, 

relaxation, laughter and togetherness. If this is 

the meaning of a home, the role is well assumed 

and performed by the boarding house at MMIS. It 

is a residential home replete with the comforts, 

community life and care associated with a home. 

It is like 'A home away from home'.

Residential life at MMIS is a positive and an 

effective force in constructively channelising, 

focusing students' energies and broadening 

their horizons.

Students in each dormitory are taken care of by a 

dorm father or a dorm mother. They report to the 

block-in-charge, who heads the residential 

blocks. Each block has a separate entertainment-

cum-leisure room which provides facilities for 

board games like Table Tennis, Chess, Carom etc. 

A separate unit of television is also available. 

There is a small in-built library in the hall itself for 

the students, who are fond of reading. There are 

well maintained and clean sanitary blocks with 

round the clock hot and cold water supply. 

Storage rooms for luggage and footwear are 

attached to each dormitory.

At MMIS , the child has the privilege of enjoying a 

whole gamut of facilities in the field of 

academics, sports and co-curricular activities. 

Enrichment classes are also organised for the 

students, who struggle in certain subjects. They 

learn the importance of sharing, being together, 

learning and moving ahead together.

MMIS is not just an access to world class 

academic, co-curricular and extra-curricular 

activities, it is mainly about giving your child the 

best experience of life by being together, 

nurturing and grooming hobbies, developing 

interests and innovating new concepts & ideas.

The designs of the buildings are perfect to live in 

harmony with others.

The caretakers help the students overcome all 

kinds of difficulties pertaining to academic, 

personal, co-curricular activities, etc.

Residential Life @ MMIS, 
Mullana-Ambala

MM INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
a truly global�school

Safety, Care and Security



Colorful 
flashes of 
cultural 
brilliance



APPLICATION FORM 
FOR ADMISSION

Please ensure that you provide all the required information. Use CAPITAL LETTERS and tick (ü) the appropriate boxes

CLASS TO WHICH ADMISSION IS SOUGHT

Student’s Information

Residential and Communication Address 

CAMPUS OPTED FOR

MMIS, MULLANA, AMBALA MMIS, SADOPUR, AMBALA MMIS, RAMBA, KARNAL

MM 
INTERNATIONAL 
SCHOOL

Stamp size 

photograph of 

candidate

Transport 
Facilities 

A fleet of buses is available for 

students traveling from distant places. 

Kindly contact the office with regard to 

the routes and stoppages for the same.  
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Family  Information

Father's Name  ______________________Occupation __________________________

Annual Income__________________

Name of  the Organization /  Designation_______________________________________________________________ 

Mother's 

Local Guardian's  Name  ___________________________Occupation _______________________

Please provide any other information that could assist us in Admission Procedure.

Address____________________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone  _______________ Mobile ______________Fax  ______________E-mail  ____________________________

Name  ____________________________Occupation ___________________________

Name of  the Organization/Designation ________________________________________________________________    

Address  ___________________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone  _______________ Mobile ______________Fax  ______________E-mail  ____________________________

Name of  the Organization ________________________________________________________________________

Address  ___________________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone  _______________ Mobile ______________Fax  ______________E-mail  ____________________________

Annual Income__________________

Designation_____________________ 

I/We certify that the information given in the Admission Form is correct. I/We also undertake to abide by the 
rules & regulations of  the School including payment of  fee etc. as applicable from time to time

Stamp 
Size photo

Father

Stamp 
Size photo

Mother

Stamp 
Size photo
Guardian

Signature of  Parents / Guardian

Place ________________________     Date __________________________

Parent's Declaration

Stamp size
photo of  the 

Parents &
the Child



A CBSE affiliated Institution under the aegis of highly reputed MM Trust

MM INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Discover a Brighter Future

Mullana 
MM Educational Complex, 
Mullana - Ambala -133207 
E-mail: info@mmismullana.org
Website: www.mmismullana.org
Helpline: 
+91 80599 30602, 
+91 80599 30603 

Ambala
Ambala-Chandigarh Highway, 
Opp. Omaxe, Sadopur, 
Ambala - 134007
E-mail: info@mmisambala.org
Website: www.mmisambala.org 
Helpline: 
+91 7496930013, +91 7496930014
+91 7496930017, +91 7496930018 

Karnal
Karnal - Indri - 
Yamunanagar Highway, 
Ramba, Karnal - 132116
E-mail: info@mmiskarnal.edu.in
Website: www.mmiskarnal.edu.in
Helpline: 
+91 80599-30015, 
+91 80599-30016 


